Abstract How morphological elements interact with one another is a major concern for both morphological theory and typological research. Morphemes, for example, are usually said to block each other when they are in subset-superset relations to one another. Little is known, by contrast, of how morphomes (i.e. forms with unnatural morphosyntactic distributions) interact with one another. This paper provides an initial typology of morphome interactions, based on whether their forms overlap in the paradigm or not, or whether the distribution of one constitutes a subset of the other or not. In addition, special attention will be paid to the outcome or the resolution of morphome orthogonalities. Focusing on the interaction between the L-and N-morphomes of Romance, the analogical changes related to their orthogonality are surveyed and a constraint isproposed that limits the possibilities of morphome interaction.
Introduction
Morphomes (Aronoff 1994) , or metamorphomes in Round's (2013) terminology, are systematic patterns of morphological identity whereby forms are not associated with any natural morphosyntactic or semantic class. They constitute autonomously morphological patterns that often originate as the accidental product of sound change but which are subsequently learnt, replicated, reinforced and preserved in diachrony in a way which suggests that they represent generalizations or categories that are cognitively real for language users. ' (de Sousa 2006:541) There is by now a substantial literature on the phenomenon (e.g. Maiden 1992 ; O'Neill 2011; Maiden et al. 2011; Luís and Bermúdez-Otero 2016 etc.) . For reasons of coverage and tradition, most of the literature on the morphome has been so far been concerned with data from Romance. However, the phenomenon is by no means exclusive to any one language family, of course. Consider, for example, the following less familiar cases as similarly representative of what (meta)morphomes are as shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
In Koyi Rai (Kiranti, Sino-Tibetan) we can see how singular and 3rd person share a stem different from the one found in the rest of the paradigm. In Menngwa Dla (Senagi, Papua), the same stem is used for 3SG and for 2/3PL.M. These classes do not make sense from a morphosyntactic perspective. Despite their unnaturalness, both patterns are highly systematic, as they are replicated in various other lexemes and with very different formal correlates (e.g. war-/ward-'throw', hoP-/huP-'bring', pja-/pa-'eat' etc. in Koyi Rai, and eh-/s-'talk', ah-/s-'think'/'call', ap-/e-'sleep' etc. in Menngwa Dla.) .
These are the kind of morphological structures that, probably because of the predictive relations they afford (Blevins 2016:105) , serve as useful generalizations to language users, who, in turn, perpetuate the inherited alternations and even extend the pattern to new contexts. A closer look at the Koyi Rai and Menngwa Dla patterns will reveal that the presence of the shaded stem alternants appears to correlate with those phonological environments before a high back vowel /u/ or a glide /w/. Even if there is, synchronically, no phonological rule in the languages that would account for the observed alternations, it is clear that the different phonological contexts are the most likely diachronic source for the patterns. 1 Because there is nothing extraordinary about how morphomic patterns emerge, there is nothing that prevents them from arising various times in the history of a language. Imagine, for example, that in Koyi Rai, some sound change denasalized a nasal before another one in the same word (i.e. jOmd-uNa>jObd-uNa) (see Table 3 ).
The result would be a much more complex exponence, especially when the patterns overlap in the paradigm, as in Table 3 . The number of stem alternants is multiplied (from two to four) and the conditioning environments for stem alternation are obscured. This is likely to result in substantial empirical differences in the behaviour of competing, multiple or cross-classifying morphomic exponents with respect to "simple" morphomic exponences like those in Tables 1 and 2 . However, and despite initial approaches in works like Maiden (2012) , Maiden (2018:Chap. 10 ) and O'Neill (2018) these cases have not been systematically analyzed and typologized. This is the purpose of the present paper. Because most of the data that will be presented throughout this paper will be from Romance, Sect. 2 will briefly introduce the reader to Romance morphomes. Section 3, in turn, will deal with the possible logical configurations of two morphomes in a paradigm. Section 4 will present the overlap of two such morphomes (the N-and L-morphomes) in Romance and the ways in which the conflict leads to new morphomes or to analogical processes that target some cell combinations but not others (a constraint will be proposed in this respect). To conclude, Sect. 5 will summarize the findings and will propose future avenues for research.
Introduction to the morphomes of Romance
Exactly the multiple morphome emergence that we fictionally envisaged in the previous section has actually taken place in the Romance family. The present section is a most succinct introduction to the historical origin of these morphological structures aimed at making subsequent discussion accessible to those without an insider knowledge of the topic. For more detailed and complete description the reader is referred to Maiden (2018) and the rest of the literature (e.g. Maiden 2004 ; O'Neill 2011) that will be cited here.
The N-morphome
Stress placement was predictable in Latin. 2 However, in the verbal system (i.e. when applied to person-number and TAM-suffixed forms) it meant that some verb forms Table 4 Two illustrative examples of the Romance N-morphome (the shorter ones) had their stress on the root and others in some other syllable to the right. Stressed and unstressed vowels were the same (i.e. distinguished the same number of quantities and qualities) in Classical Latin but this changed later on. The loss of some vowel distinctions in unstressed syllables (namely between the mid vowels /E/ and /e/, and between /O/ and /o/) meant that some unpredictable alternations were introduced in the conjugation of some verbs. There was thus, at this stage, no way to tell from the infinitive form of verbs like *vo"lare 'fly' or *sor"bere 'sip' what vowel the rhizotonic forms of the paradigm (forms like the 2SG.PRES.IND *"vOlas vs *"sorbes) would have. Unsurprisingly if one considers Zipf's (1935) insights, these alternations affected some of the most frequent forms of the paradigm: the singular and the 3PL forms of the present tense (of both indicative and subjunctive moods) and the singular imperative (see Table 4 ). 3 Later phonological developments have sometimes further altered (e.g. diphthongized, see Spanish) some of these stressed vowels, and analogical changes have sometimes used the etymologically inherited stem alternation patterns as a template to distribute other formal elements (e.g. synonymous roots, see Italian) in the paradigm.
The L-morphome
Palatalization of consonants before front vowels or yod is such a run-of-the-mill sound change that it has happened at some point or another in the history of most languages where our knowledge of their history extends back enough in time (e.g. Slavic, English [consider 'church', 'chin' vs Dutch kerk, kin] etc.) . This is true also of Romance, and, as concerns the history of the L-morphome, in at least two independent sound changes. One involved the palatalization of velars before front vowels (see nascer below) and the other the palatalization of non-labial consonants before /j/ (see medir). Because front vowels and yods were in complementary distribution in the paradigm (e.g. 'do': fak-Ere, fak-jo, fak-is, fak-it etc.) , the contexts where the two changes occurred were the exact opposite of each other and gave rise to the same pattern of stem alternation (see Table 5 ).
Note that the shaded cells of nascer are those where the sound change (e.g. naskes>nastses) did not happen whereas those of medir are those where the sound change (e.g. metjo>metso) did happen. This is largely inconsequential, however, as the shaded cells became, in either case, the odd-ones-out, i.e. the minority alternant Table 5 Two illustrative examples of the Romance L-morphome within their paradigms. The same as in the case of the N-morphome, analogical developments would later extend the resulting alternations to new lexemes or would use them as a model for other forms, thus revealing the productivity and cognitive reality that characterize a bona fide morphome.
PYTA morphome
Somewhat differently from the two previous morphomes, PYTA (from Spanish Pretérito Y Tiempos Afines, 'preterite and related tenses') does not have an origin in sound change but rather in the loss of semantic unity on a set of formerly semantically related tenses. Perfective tenses in Latin made use of a special stem (e.g. fēc-[as opposed to fac-] or rēx-[as opposed to reg-]). The common semantic thread of all those tenses, however, was progressively lost in the daughter languages so that the use of a common root for a set of unconnected tenses has become simply a morphological quirk of the languages. In Spanish, for example, the same stem (e.g. pus-< poner 'put', quis-< querer 'want', tuv-< tener 'have' etc.) is used in the past indicative, imperfect subjunctive and future subjunctive. Despite the different origin of PYTA, the same properties (i.e. analogical changes, or suppletive alternations that respect the inherited distribution) apply also to this morphome.
Logical configuration of morphomes
From a logical perspective, formal elements with a different distribution could potentially be in various different situations regarding their paradigmatic domains. To begin with, morphomes could either 3.1) constitute disjoint sets, if they do not have any cell in common, or could 3.2) overlap to some extent, when there is at least one paradigm cell that appears in both sets. Within the former we could find morphomes that 3.1.1) are completely separate and independent and 3.1.2) cases where the presence of one of the morphomes seems to entail (or even cause) the absence of the other. Within the category of morphomes that overlap we could find 3.2.1) morphomes whose distributions 'cross-cuts' each other and 3.2.2) morphomes which are in a subset-superset relation to each other (see Fig. 1 ).
All these various relations have been actually found to hold in morphomes from various (and genetically diverse) natural languages. Examples and discussion of each of these possibilities are presented next. 
Disjoint morphomes
Certain formal elements may sometimes be unable to appear together within the same word form. Sometimes this is merely a consequence of the fact that they appear in disjoint sets of paradigm cells. Some other times, however, forms seem to get out of their way to avoid appearing together. These two situations will be presented next.
Morphomes that are disjoint
Sometimes, two patterns will be present in the inflectional system of a language without there being any visible interaction between the two. The frequently discussed Nand PYTA-morphomes of Romance (e.g. Maiden 2004) It might seem that lack of morphosyntactic overlap could prevent morphomes from influencing each other, however, this turns out to be incorrect. The L-morphome (see the distribution of the alternant veng-below) and PYTA (illustrated in Table 6 by the past indicative) are also similarly independent in Spanish. In closely-related Catalan, however, we can see how the two interact to some extent (see Table 6 ).
The velar consonant that usually characterizes the L-morphome roots (e.g. see Spanish) has extended in Catalan to the domain of PYTA (see Wheeler 2011), thus bestowing a certain unity upon erstwhile independent stem alternants. This is just meant to remind us that morphomes can interact and influence each other even in the cases when they in principle have disjoint distributions.
Morphomes which exclude each other
Some cases of non-overlap between morphomes, however, are quite different, in that a lack of overlap seems to be an "actively sought" state of affairs in the language. In some cases, thus, even when the forms and patterns involved would be theoretically compatible within a single word form (as witnessed by the distribution of the relevant forms when they occur in isolation) some morphomes seem to prevent the application of the other instead. Consider the behaviour of the reknown N-and L-morphomes in Spanish (see Table 7 ).
The paradigmatic distribution of the N-morphome (illustrated above with the verb entender) and that of the L-morphome (illustrated above with the verb poner) overlap in their morphosyntactic domain and involve different forms. Accordingly, they should theoretically be able to appear together in the paradigm cells where both apply (i.e. 1SG.IND, SG.SUB and 3PL.SUB). Instead of cross-cutting one another in these situations, however, the L-morphome appears to 'block' the N-morphome in Spanish. Consider the paradigm below (see Table 8 ).
In the paradigm of Spanish venir 'come' (also of tener 'have'), diphthongization does not occur throughout the rhizotonic cells as is usually the case. Instead, diphthongization is restricted to those rhizotonic cells that are not themselves part of the Table 9 Verb 'come' in two diachronic stages of Romance, reconstructed forms domain of the L-morphome (instantiated by its exponent /g/ in this case). Thus, the presence of the stem extension /g/ (characteristic of the L-morphome in Spanish) seems to inhibit the diphthongization typical of the N-morphome.
A widespread interpretation of this apparent blocking is that it is the straightforward result of sound changes from Latin and that, accordingly, there is nothing extraordinary about it really. Because the yod that created the consonant stem alternations typical of the L-morphome also had a raising effect on previous mid vowels in various Iberian Romance varieties, it sometimes 'bled' the later diphthongization (/E/>/je/) of the N-morphome in a natural, systemic way (see Table 9 ).
However, and apart from the restoration of stem vowel identity within the Lmorphome in the daughter languages (i.e. vi"ñamos>ve"ñamos, vi"ñates>ve"ñates), there are a few things to note in relation to this. The first is that this 'bleeding' that restricted diphthongs from the N-morphome to a subset of it must have happened with many other lexical items too (e.g. sentir 'feel' or dormir 'sleep', see Table 10 ). Yet, in contemporary Spanish, this sound change has been generally turned back unless an L-morphome exponent also appears. Another interesting point is that, although it is usually believed (Penny 2002:174) that /j/ did not last long enough in the -er conjugation to produce metaphonic effects, the same pattern that appears in venir also appears in tener 'have'. In addition, a number of verbs that in Old Spanish had both diphthong and velar augment (e.g.
have since lost the latter. The result is that diphthongization in Span-ish conjugation is only ever restricted to 2/3SG and 3PL indicative nowadays in the presence of an overt exponent for the L-morphome. In the opposite direction, the implicature also holds: Diphthongization never happens, in Spanish conjugation, in the presence of an overt L-morphome.
Although different forms (e.g. stem vowel and stem extension) may occasionally exclude one another, the compatibility of two cross-cutting patterns is likely to be particularly difficult, of course, when they involve the same locus in the word. As I have just mentioned, in some Iberian Romance varieties the L-morphome had vocalic in addition to consonantal instantiations, which put it in direct competition with the N-morphome. In some lexemes, both patterns should have been simultaneously present in the vowel stem. However, when coexisting in a single lexical item, one pattern necessarily implies the disruption of the other. This circumstance may be undesirable for language users' prediction and acquisition of these patterns, which may be the reason why these conflicts tended to be resolved, rather than perpetuated, by making these aberrant, hybrid patterns conform to one of the more widespread and simple ones (see Table 10 ).
In Table 10 above it is shown how the simultaneous application of the sound changes that led to the Romance N and L-morphomes would have resulted, in dormir 'sleep' and other verbs, in a pattern of considerable complexity and in a disruption to the usual stem affinities inherent to the N and L-morphomes. Probably as a consequence, the inherited pattern has been analogically modified both in Spanish and in Portuguese but in diverging ways. Spanish has proceeded by generalizing the diphthong throughout the cells of the N-morphome. Portuguese, by contrast, has preferred to preserve the integrity of the L-morphome by generalizing the high vowel to all of its cells. Whether or not these synchronic and diachronic facts should be interpreted along the lines of one morphome 'blocking' another is open to dispute and beyond the purposes of this paper.
Morphomes in non-disjoint relations
In contrast to the cases presented in the previous section, some formal elements and distributions do not appear to be incompatible. Different forms, thus, may appear in these cases together in one and the same word form. This may occur regardless of whether the distribution of one of them is a subset of the other or not.
Morphomes which cross-cut each other
In contrast with the cases presented in the previous section, the N-and L-morphomes can some other times be fully compatible. Consider the following paradigms (see Table 11 ).
In remarkable contradistinction to the paradigm of its Spanish cognate (Table 8) , Ansotano Aragonese 'come' does not restrict its diphthongized stem alternant to those cells outside of the L-morphome (Barcos 2007) . The N-and L-morphomes are also compatible in Portuguese, as witnessed by the cross-cutting distributions of their respective exponents /E/ and /k/ in the verb 'lose'. (Wilbur 2015: 174) Although the literature on morphomes and morphome clashes has been dominated by evidence from Romance, this is by no means a phenomenon exclusive to that language family. Some other highly inflecting languages (particularly of the fusional type) show cross-cutting morphological phenomena that should be considered morphomic because they are synchronically not phonological and apply to an unnatural set of morphosyntactic contexts. This is the case, for example, of consonant gradation and vowel apophony in Sami, see Table 12 As explained by Wilbur (2015) , consonant gradation (strong grade indicated in light grey above) is no longer phonologically predictable in Pite Sami (nor in the other Sami varieties for that matter). Also, although Wilbur (2015) chooses the term "vowel harmony" to refer to vowel alternations like the one shaded in dark gray here, these are no longer phonologically determined assimilations in Pite Sami. As a result we have that in paradigms like that of basset 'fry' above, the two morphological processes cross-cut, as the L-and N-morphomes in Table 11 , to generate a total of four different stem alternants. Two morphomic forms, however, can be compatible without this resulting in a 4-way division. This is what happens with morphological elements in subset-superset relations, a circumstance that is discussed in the next section.
Morphomes in subset relations to each other
Unnatural patterns of morphological identity in one language can also be in subset relations to each other. This is the case, for example, of the syncretisms found in the inflecting verbs of Skou (Donohue 2004:219 ), see Table 13 .
As shown in Table 13 , there are in Skou several progressively larger unnatural sets of paradigm cells that are syncretic. The conflated cells highlighted for the verbs (Rupp 1996: 424, 427-429) 'walk', 'narrate', 'hit', 'utter' and 'get.F' are all unnatural sets of cells which in some lexemes share a form to the exclusion of the neighbouring paradigm cells. These patterns of morphological identity are, like Russian matryoshkas, progressively smaller subsets of each other.
Crucially, however, morphomes can be nested into one another not only when comparing formal patterns found in different lexical items but also (when different forms are involved of course, see Sect. 3.3) within the paradigm of a single lexeme. Consider the distribution of stem alternants in the following Lealao Chinantec verbs (cited in Baerman and Corbett 2012, after Rupp 1996 ) (see Table 14 ).
The stem niuu appears, as shown in Table 14 , in a subset of the paradigm cells that the stem tiũũ applies to. The two stem alternation patterns can appear independently, as illustrated above, but can also appear simultaneously, as observed in the paradigm of the verb 'take', see Table 15 .
A suppletive stem alternation (uuyh vs hṼh) can be found with the same distribution as tũũ vs tiũũ before. Within the part of the paradigm that hosts the alternant hṼh, however, a vowel apophony (h1h vs hĩh) distinguishes a smaller subset of cells that is identical to that of niuu before. We can see, therefore, that morphomic elements can sometimes coexist in subset relations to each other. (Rupp 1996:460) 
A note on compatibility
In order to spot patterns that overlap within a single lexeme's paradigm, the patterns have to be, obviously, instantiated by different formal elements. This is the case of the nested patterns displayed by the stem of Lealao Chinantec 'take' above, since one pattern involves full suppletion while the other makes use of vowel apophony in the stem. When different structural elements are involved (e.g. stem vs affix, or affix1 vs affix2) this may be more likely to result in patterns which are compatible within a given lexeme's paradigm within a single word form. Consider, for example, the following Luxembourgish verbs, see Table 16 .
The morphosyntactic distribution of the suffix -n as well as that of stem alternants si-, hu-and gi-is morphosyntactically unnatural. The set of contexts for -n (1SG, 1PL, 3PL) is a subset of those of the stem alternants si-, hu-and gi-(1SG, 1PL, 3PL, 2PL). Since the exponents are different, the patterns are compatible in principle and thus it is an empirically decidable fact whether they actually are.
It has to be kept in mind, however, that compatibility becomes a logical impossibility when two patterns are marked in the same place in the word. This is the case, for example, of raising (e.g. pedir 'ask for') and diphthongization (e.g. segar 'reap') in Spanish verb conjugation (see Tables 17 and 18 ).
Because the forms that instantiate these two patterns are incompatible (i.e. the vowel nucleus of a stem cannot be simultaneously /je/ and /i/), one necessarily has to exclude the other (see Table 19 ).
Because of this, blocking is the only possibility in these situations. If the two forms are found within a single lexeme, as in sentir above, only the more restricted one can possibly block the other. That is, only the subset can block the superset. Even though the restrictive properties and empirical status of Pān . inian blocking are beyond the scope of the present paper this is a point to keep in mind. 
Interactions between morphomes
When they "inhabit" the same inflectional system in a language, two or more morphomes may coexist (unperturbed), as in some of the examples that were presented in the previous section (e.g. Tables 11 and 15) or they may instead interact with each other or even "conspire" in various ways to give birth to new morphomes. The latter is likely to be especially frequent when they comprise overlapping sets of cells or when they cooccur within a single lexical item.
It has to be kept in mind that the motivation for this tendency is not self-evident. Formal elements with a different paradigmatic distribution are usually, and canonically (Corbett 2007) , orthogonal. When the distributions of two formal elements (Lee 1987: 173) cross-cut, this constitutes a trait that may well be advantageous to language-users, as this permits to multiply morphosyntactic distinctions with a more reduced inventory of forms. Compare these two paradigms in Table 20 .
The two paradigms make the same number of distinctions. However, if we were to enumerate the exponence rules for the two systems we would have fewer (6) and simpler (one value) entries in the separative paradigm (e.g. 1 > ga) compared to the cumulative one (which would need 9 rules, each with 2 value-specifications [e.g. 1.SG > -moli]). The economy brought forth by a smaller number of forms that crosscut to maximize morphosyntactic distinctions also holds with forms with an unnatural morphosyntactic distribution when these cross-cut each other. Consider the following paradigm, see Table 21 .
Because the two formatives highlighted above cross-cut each other rather than constitute disjoint sets or subset-supersets of each other, the two forms are able to achieve three rather than two formal distinctions. It is, thus, not self-evident that cross-cutting, orthogonal morphomes like the ones in Table 11 would be undesirable. Moreover, two or more forms with unnatural morpho-syntactic distributions could in principle combine into natural morphosyntactic distinctions, as happens in Tiwi to some extent.
It must be kept in mind, however, that the functional load of morphomic elements is sometimes very low. Stem alternations in the most conservative Romance varieties, for example, are almost 100% redundant, 4 since the relevant distinctions are usually expressed by the affixes. Some functional concerns, thus, may have little value to 4 The only place I can think of where stem alternations can introduce additional formal distinctions in Spanish are cases where the regular whole-word syncretism between 1PL present and past (e.g. amamos/amamos, vivimos/vivimos) is avoided because of the use of a stem alternant in the past (e.g. estamos/estuvimos, decimos/dijimos). Because of the sheer amount of data available in the linguistic literature for the morphomes of Romance compared to those of other language families I will focus here on the interactions between those morphomes. More concretely, concentrating on the interactions between the N-and the L-morphome is especially convenient because they constitute overlapping sets of cells and often affect the same lexemes. The schematic representation of the paradigmatic distribution of these two morphomes will follow here the traditional convention of representing person-number values nonorthogonally, which makes it possible to display these in a two-dimensional format (see Fig. 2 ).
Based on the basic operations for constructing new sets from given sets in Set Theory we can elaborate another pre-empirical typology of morphome interations. Two morphomes could conspire to create new morphological patterns in the following ways Here is a graphic representation of what each of these sets would include when applied to the N-and L-morphomes of Romance, see Fig. 3 . It is, I believe, extraordinary, that most of these patterns are actually found somewhere in Romance, not simply as the accidental product of sound change but as a target category of analogical morphological innovations. This is shown in the following sections. 
Union (N ∪ L)
The analogical impulse to spread particular forms or alternants to the whole of N ∪ L is a well-known tendency in Romance. This can be implemented with diverse forms (see Table 22 ).
Consider the Old French paradigm above. As a result of sound change, stem vowel diphthongization (i.e. /e/>/je/) and palatalization of the last consonant of the stem (i.e. /n/>/ñ/) 5 should be characteristic of the N-morphome and L-morphome cells respectively and should thus cross-cut each other in Old French. However, the vowel within the N∪L paradigm cells has been levelled analogically in favour of the diphthong, which after the change opposes N∪L to the rest of the paradigm. The diphthong did not spread beyond the N∪L cells which thus acted as a niche (Aronoff 2016) for that particular morphological element.
In the Old French case, the formal element characteristic of the N-morphome (i.e. a diphthong) is generalized to the whole of N∪L. Something quite different happens in the Spanish case above. Rising (i.e. /e/>/i/) in Spanish is the result of anticipatory assimilation of mid vowels before a yod (i.e. *metjo>mido, *metimus>medimos). Sound changes in the presence of this yod are precisely what gave birth the Lmorphome in Romance (see Table 9 ) and thus, the rising would have occurred, initially, in just those cells. We can see, however, that in Spanish, like in Old French, a single vowel has been generalized to the whole of N∪L. In this case, by contrast, it is the vowel that originally characterized the L-morphome.
Another striking example of how N∪L can act as a morphological class in Romance is the paradigm of Savognin duéir 'have to'. As explained by Maiden (2018:213) , in this verb, suppletion 6 occurs in the set of cells defined by the union of the N-and the L-morphomes. A specific root alternant occurs in these contexts in the paradigms of other lexemes and this fact provides a niche, model, or template for the paradigmatic distribution of other formal elements.
5 Both "gn" and "ng" are orthographic representations of /ñ/. 6 It is not entirely clear whether one should describe this as suppletion or as defectivity of the verb duéir. The shaded cells of the paradigm are (taken) from another verb (stueir) where they are not suppletive. See Maiden (2018:213) . (O'Neill 2018 , from Haensch 1958 
A note on 'interaction'
It has been claimed more or less explicitly throughout this section that these are new patterns that arise from the interaction between the two morphomes. However, finding analogical processes that affect or result in distributions like N∪L is arguably not incontrovertible evidence that this is due to the interaction between the N and L-morphomes. It is far from inconceivable, for example, that the extension in Old French of diphthongization to 1PL and 2PL subjunctive had nothing to do with the L-morphome per se and constituted simply a formal levelling within the present subjunctive. Is there a way to tell? I believe sometimes there is. If a given form's distribution has originated from the interaction between the two morphomes, one would logically expect to find, at least occasionally, that the form has a different distribution in the presence of an overt marking of the other morphome and in the absence of it. As a matter of fact we do come across such cases. Consider the following described in Table 23 .
The case is similar to the interaction between diphthongization and the augment (i.e. stem-final /g/ or /k/) described for Spanish in Table 8 . The morphosyntactic extent of diphthongization in any particular verb is dependent on whether the Lmorphome is present or not. 7 The (notable) difference is that, in Alta Ribagorza Aragonese, the L-morphome augment necessitates diphthongization rather than rejects it. As a consequence, one morphome becomes a subset of the other one.
Deep down, however, both strategies may be just different solutions to one and the same problem: the orthogonality of morphomic forms and the multiplication of stem alternants that this originates. By making diphthongization and the velar augment mutually exclusive, Spanish reduces from four to three the number of stem alternants in the lexemes where the two morphomes coocurr. Alta Rigagorza Aragonese, paradoxically, achieves the exact same effect by making diphthongization a necessary concomitant of the velar augment. (Maiden 2012) 
Intersection (N ∩ L)
Some other times, interaction between the N-and L-morphomes results in the intersection of the two being characterized by a particular form, see Table 24 .
In the paradigms above we see how N∩L cells share a common stem to the exclusion of the rest. This situation originated analogically when the original L-morphome forms were evicted from the 1PL and 2PL subjunctive, sometimes, but not always resulting in whole-word syncretism with the indicative (e.g. Genoese).
Relative complement of N in L (L -N)
Occasionally, the relative complement of N in L (i.e. the 1PL and 2PL cells of the present subjunctive) can also act en bloc in processes of analogical change, see Table 25 .
In Felechosa Asturian, for example, as presented in Maiden (2012) , the stem alternant that in other Romance varieties characterizes the preterite and related tenses (i.e. the PYTA root) has been extended to L -N, thus giving rise to a contrast with the rest of the present paradigm.
Relative complement of L in N (N -L)
Some other times, it is the cells of the N-morphome that do not also form part of the L-morphome that have forms of their own (see Table 26 and Table 8 as well). The paradigm of Lags Romansh shows an expected root (i.e. containing /S/ from Latin laxō) in the unshaded cells. A root without a stem-final consonant is used, by contrast, in N-L. As reported in Maiden (2018:108) , this variant may have been innovated initially for the imperative on the basis of other verbs and extended to the cells shaded above.
Last, the paradigm from the Romance variety of Palmoli shows the use of a formal element -ll-in those same paradigm cells. As explained by Maiden (2018: 208) this probably originated also in imperative contexts by the reanalysis of what was originally an object clitic as part of the root. The singular imperative, similarly to the paradigm cells that constitute N-L, is rhizotonic and does not participate in the yod-related changes of the L-morphome. Because of this morphological affinity, the developments of Lags Romansh and Palmoli Romance "make sense". After all, N-L is the smallest morphomic niche to which forms originating in the imperative may spread.
Symmetric difference (L N)
The last set that was presented in the range of logical possibilities for morphome interactions involved what Set Theory refers to as 'symmetric difference'. This would arguably be a more complex interaction between morphomes than the earlier ones in that it constitutes the sum of previous categories (i. . Because of this, it may not necessarily be regarded as unexpected that no analogical developments have been found where this set of cells has behaved as a unit. In addition, unlike every other set discussed here, the symmetric difference of the N-and L-morphomes constitutes a geometrically discontinuous swath of the paradigm, see Fig. 4 .
This could turn out to be a relevant property distinguishing L N from the other sets analyzed here (see Pertsova 2011 and McCreight and Chvany 1991) . It might be cognitively more complicated for 2/3SG.IND, 3PL.IND and 1/2PL.SUB to constitute the domain for a grammatical generalization of any sort, which is what is required for a morphome to arise. The greater unnaturalness of this set of cells compared to the others is also reflected on its morphosyntactic coherence (Esher 2014) . 8 The symmetric difference of L and N ranks lowest among these sets according to this measure (26.6%), followed by N-L (33.3%), N∪L (42.8%), N∩L (46%) and L-N (50%).
The non-existence of L N as a productive morphomic category in Romance is empirically especially relevant because it can be argued that language users have sometimes let golden opportunities pass by in this respect. For example, when the common ancestor of Spanish and Portuguese acquired by sound change a pattern of vocalic stem alternation that singled out the forms in L N from those in the rest of the paradigm (see Table 27 ), an analogical levelling could well have matched the vowels in N-L and L-N. Imagine, for example, an analogical reshaping of 1PL.SUB and 2PL.SUB on the basis of the 3SG.IND (i.e. dur"mamos>"dOrmamos, dur"mates>"dOrmates). None of the daughter varieties have proceeded this way, as far as I know, and analogical processes have aimed, instead, at restoring the formal identities within N (Spanish) or L (Portuguese) (see Table 27 ). Table 27 above, as well as the evidence presented in previous sections, therefore, shows a possible constraint on the conflatability of stem spaces (Montermini and Bonami 2013) arising from the combination of orthogonal morphomic distinctions. Every one of the stem spaces that arise from this (see N∩L, L-N and N-L) can constitute the domain for later analogical changes, which shows that they can be cognitively active morphological categories. In addition to this, all their combinations except for one can act in the same way. The Spanish development in Table 27 shows the conflation of N∩L and N-L, which amounts to restoring the formal unity of the N-morphome. The Portuguese analogical change, in turn, shows conflation of N∩L and L-N, which amounts to a restoration of the formal unity of the L-morphome. We also saw (Table 22) that N∩L, N-L and L-N can also act together as a unit in analogical change and appear to be, thus, also "mergeable" in a single stem space or morphome.
The only combination of stem spaces that has not been found here to be a possible domain for analogical innovations and thus for a well-defined morphomic category is that of N-L and L-N (i.e. L N). If the impossibility of such a morphomic category holds across Romance varieties and if that category (A B more generally) is not found across languages either (or if it is found to be exceedingly infrequent), this would constitute a significant constraint on the possibilities of morphomic architecture and a window into the cognitive representations of language users. More specifically, this would remind of the so-called *ABA constraints in morphological exponence (e.g. Bobaljik and Sauerland 2018) whereby a given morphological element can serve as an expression of more than one category only when these are "adjacent" within some ordered scale. The difference, of course, is that these categories are here morphomic and inherently meaningless. It is unclear, however, whether such a factor is of any relevance to language users.
Conclusion
This paper has presented a preliminary typologization of how different (meta)morphomic elements can exist together in the same inflectional system or in the paradigm of a single lexeme. This is done in the same vein as recent work (Corbett 2015) dealing with lexical splits more generally. As in that work, all the logically possible configurations (disjoint, overlapping and subset relations) have been found here to exist in natural languages. When cross-classifying morphomes inhabit the same paradigm, this has been found to lead frequently, in the case of the Romance L-and N-morphomes, to the distributional instability of the forms. This is probably due to the multiplication of alternants that this configuration involves and to the increased difficulty, for language users, to find well-defined morphological niches for each of them. A frequent solution, thus, is to reduce the number of alternants (i.e. the orthogonality of the morphomes), either by arranging formerly cross-cutting forms into subset-superset distributions (see Table 23 ), or by making them disjoint (see Table 8 ).
In . All of these except the last one have been shown to be able to constitute the domain of analogical change, which suggests that they can, under the right conditions, become morphomes of their own. The absence of analogical changes that aim at establishing a morphomic category A B is an interesting empirical finding that needs further analysis and crosslinguistic validation but which, if solid, would constitute a significant restriction in the area of morphome interactions and more generally in the possible domains for linguistic generalizations and language users' construction of (morphological) categories.
Future research should be aimed at contrasting the validity of this restriction within and beyond Romance and at uncovering other cross-linguistic generalizations concerning morphomes. On this respect, it is usually assumed (e.g. Koonts-Garboden 2016 & Maiden 2018 that morphomes must be typologically unique (i.e. that the replication of a pattern in unrelated languages would exclude a morphological pattern from the ranks of morphomes). This seems to me an unnecessary footnote to the definition of the morphome that discourages typological approaches to the phenomenon. It may well be that at a sufficient level of granularity no two morphomes are exactly the same. This would also hold, however, of probably any linguistic category. I believe there is no reason to give up on typological and comparative research in general because of this. Under a sufficiently lax definition, or looking at some narrower aspect, unrelated morphomic structures (e.g. the Koyi Rai morphome in Table 1 and the Romance N-morphome) can indeed be "the same" (e.g. both apply to 3 and SG in the paradigm). Typological work and cross-linguistic generalizations, thus, can and should be attempted if our knowledge of morphomes is to increase beyond its present state.
Another avenue for future research would be to explore whether there are empirical differences in the way morphomes and morphemes interact with other morphological objects. Some recent work has emphasized the gradual nature of (e.g. Smith 2013) or the absence of empirical evidence for (Herce forthcoming) the morpheme/morphome distinction. In this respect, the domain of interactions seems particularly appropriate to try to find differences. Although some morphemes may be so too, morphomes are communicatively largely irrelevant by definition. It would make functional sense if they were free to change their distribution in ways that morphemes cannot do (without jeopardizing information-transfer). For example, orthogonality might well be the ideal configuration of morphemes but may be dispreferred in the case of morphomes. A large cross-linguistic study of paradigmatic analogical changes would be needed, of course, to test this intuition and others.
